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total of 45 knowledge areas. Remember that the
dimensions of IQ represent a broad spectrum of

human intelligence, not a list of mutually
exclusive factors, such as left-brain or right-brain
activity. For instance, under the heading of each

dimension, such as â€˜fluency,â€™ are the factor
or factors that are basic to that dimension, such

as the ability to manipulate the English language,
and the factors or factor combinations that fall
under each of the sub-areas of that dimension,

such as the ability to read an argument, the
ability to create balanced sentence structures,
and so on. Â· take a look at a larger machine

during the latter part of the year.. On the basis of
the above descriptions, the author builds such a

conceptual model describing the information-
processing strategies and intelligence processes
that the human brain may use in dealing with the

various features and components of what are
called â€˜the everyday situations of lifeâ€™â€¦

Thus, we have a description of the basic anatomy
and the basic functions of the brain that lead us

to an understanding of how the various
components of the brain are related to the
control and the interpretation of the tasks

performed in the everyday situations of life. That
is to say, it is apparent from studying the
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14. The lack of preparation to in- deal with the
complexÂ .` 35 plan is unlikely to be deter- ed by
teaching beforehand it has also proved that short
training .ROPE BANDS 267. interpreters are more

reliably able than dan- gerous they know what
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